Application of NCs on EU MS – EnC CP IPs

legal instruments | commitment of MS and CP stakeholders
Recap: implementation concept

Reciprocity on CP-MS IPs

all NCs and in their entirety

step-by-step implementation
NC articles & deadlines

EU implementation experience
pre-conditional market reforms | minimum set

implementation ability
CP gas market development status

PHLG 06/2016
Gas Forum 09/2016
Madrid Forum 10/2016
EnC MC 10/2016
Binding reciprocity - how to reach?

- **Title III EnC Treaty**
- **Title II EnC Treaty**
  + switch-on clause; or
  + binding agreement to treat CP-MS IPs as if they were EU-internal - making use of existing 3rd country clause authority of NRAs
* IPs GR-Al and Al-IT will be relevant by the time of NCs implementation
EnC NC adoption procedure

- **EC** proposes a decision to the PHLG.
- PHLG provides an opinion after consulting for 30 days.
- PHLG Decision is made by a majority of the votes cast, with one vote per CP.
- PHLG decides whether to include a transposition deadline.
- CPs are notified to transposition to ECS.
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